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Choose the correct option (Q1-Q5)
1.If Sofia were elected to the local council, she would clean up city parks,
________to small businesses and promote clean-energy policies.
a) provide assistance

b) would provide assistance c) be happy d) provide food

2.MsGordon has ____whom she has been treating for more than twenty years.
a)Patients b) patience c) patent d) parent
3. .Joe was determined to play "Ode to Joy" perfectly at his next piano ___________
so he practised every night
a) Lessen

b) lesson

c) stanza

d) paragraph

4..I____________ odd jobs for my grandparents each summer, like washing windows and helping to
repaint the front porch.
a)dew

)do

) du

d) don’t

5.Which word is an antonym of immoral?
a) Selfish b) right c) wrong d) moral
6.Which word is an antonym of tarnish?
a) Polish b) decay c) rot d) serene
7. Which word is a synonym of pertain?
a) Own b) relate c) happy d) waste
8. Which word is a synonym of persist?
a) Vanish

b)remain c) absent d) lost

Choose the correct option(Q9-Q12):
9.Who has a more forceful personality?
a) a timid person b) a bossy person c) unclean person d) happy person
10.Which are you more likely to feel doubtful about?
a) a story that seems accurate b) a story that seems exaggerated
c) a happy ending

d) a weird ending

11. When might you read a preprint of a book?
a) When you buy the finished book

b) before the book is published

c) Before the book is written

d) In second publication

12 When might you see a preview for a new television programme?
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a) After the programme has been released

b) before the programme has been released

c) After programme is a hit

d) after the programme has flopped

Read the passage and answer the following questions.
Yesterday, December 7, 1941 - a date which will live in infamy - the United States of America was
suddenly and deliberately attacked by naval and air forces of the Empire of Japan. The United States
was at peace with that nation and, at the solicitation of Japan, was still in conversation with its
Government and its Emperor looking toward the maintenance of peace in the Pacific. Indeed, one
hour after Japanese air squadrons had commenced bombing in Oahu, the Japanese Ambassador to
the United States and his colleague delivered to the Secretary of State a formal reply to a recent
American message. While this reply stated that it seemed useless to continue the existing diplomatic
negotiations, it contained no threat or hint of war or armed attack. It will be recorded that the
distance of Hawaii from Japan makes it obvious that the attack was deliberately planned many days
or even weeks ago. During the intervening time the Japanese Government has deliberately sought to
deceive the United States by false statements and expressions of hope for continued peace
13. Which country has been attacked?
a) USA b) Japan c) Pacific d) Cuba
14. Which country had attacked?
a) Hawaii

b) USA c) Japan

d) Cuba

15. What makes it obvious that the attack was planned many weeks ago?
a) Distance of USA and Hawaii b) Distance of Hawaii from Japan c) Naval attack d) Air force attack .

16. Japanese government had deceived USA by means of
a) False message b) false statements c) deliberate plans

d) attack

17.The attack took place on
a) 7th July

b) 7th November

c) 7th December d) 7th February

18What kind of values was shown by Japan?
a) Good value

b) No values

c)Good moral

d) cheating

19 War is good for human race.
a) Yes

b) No c) May be d) None of the above.

20. When he
P:

did not know

Q:

R:

heard the hue and cry at midnight

S : what to do

The Proper sequence should be:
a.)RQPS

b)QSPR

c).SQPR

he was nervous and

d)PQRS
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